
Truth About Solar: An Educational 
Seminar

Wanting to learn more about Solar in Florida? Get the answers to the following 
questions and more to help you understand and make an educated decision if solar 
is right for you!

★ Where does the Solar Industry currently stand in the US, and what implications does it hold 
for Florida residents?

★ How has Solar Energy evolved from the past to the present, and what can we expect in the 
next 5 to 10 years?

★ What is the truth behind Energy Storage and Battery Backup Systems for solar installations?
★ Can Solar Energy systems effectively operate during emergencies such as hurricanes?
★ Are all solar panels created equal in terms of efficiency and performance?
★ What are the differences between AC and DC solar systems, and how do they affect 

installations? Why would I invest in a Hybrid Inverter for my home?
★ How is Solar Mounted? Is the mounting durable in high wind conditions such as Hurricane 

Ian? (162 mph)
★ What steps should I take BEFORE going solar? What other Energy Efficient Upgrades could 

I do?
★ How much does a solar system typically cost, and what is the expected return on 

investment?
★ Do utility companies compensate users for excess power generated by their solar 

installations? Can I go off grid with Solar?
★ How does the 30% Federal Tax Credit for solar energy work, and how long will it remain 

available?

If you have any of these questions or more and want answers before making your 
decision, then you are not alone! That is why we have put together a Solar Seminar 
for our community to get the answers to some of these questions from industry 
certified solar professionals.
The Seminar will take 1 Hour with a O&A session to follow.

- NABCEP Certified Solar Installer & Solar Sales Exec.
- NABCEP Exam Administrator
- OSHA Certified
- Tesla Certified
- Certified Solar Instructor FL Department of Education
- FlaSEIA Member
- Licensed Solar Contractor: CVC57233


